A symposium honoring 20 Years of Film and Media Studies at Washington University in St. Louis

BEYOND THE FILM:
Interdisciplinary Approaches to Movie Audiences and Their Environments

10:00  Jeff Smith, University of Wisconsin-Madison
AM  Pop Music, Processing Fluency, and Pleasure: Film Songs as Both Hype and Memento

11:15  Jie Li, Harvard University
AM  Cinematic Guerrillas: Mobile Film Exhibition in Socialist China

1:45  Cara Caddoo, Indiana University Bloomington
PM  Lithos, Stills, and Lobby Cards: Racializing Theatrical Space

3:00  Tom Gunning, University of Chicago
PM  Modernist Cinemas: Black Boxes and Beyond

4:15  William Paul, Washington University in St Louis
PM  Response by Discussant

DATE: April 6, 2019
PLACE: McDonnell Hall 162

For the Full Symposium
Schedule and for More Information Visit:
http://fms.artsci.wustl.edu/events/1188
Or call: 314-935-4056
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